
Time for another panel
Subrata Panda’s report, “Customers
expect more from insurers, bankers”
(August 15), is timely and informative. 
In 1990, a committee on customer service
headed by M N Goiporia was a beacon for
bankers and customers and was widely
followed. In the changed scenario of
today, what with the advent of digital
banking and the surge of mobile appli-
cations, it is high time for a vital cus-
tomer service committee. 

The new committee should have two
branches — one for the rural and semi-
urban areas, the other for urban areas
and metros. For rural and semi-urban
areas, the role and significance of busi-
ness correspondents should be analysed
and new guidelines framed for serving
illiterate villagers. For unbanked and
rural areas, the focus should be on the
needs of nomadic tribes and flood-
affected natives.

Besides, customer service for senior
citizens needs a relook. Digital financial
literacy meets in mofussil town colleges
should also be part of the new customer
service committee.

N K Bakshi Ahmedabad

Organisational culture
Apropos Shyamal Majumdar’s column,
“The gender diversity debate” (August
11), several factors are responsible for gen-
der discrimination in India. Personal and
family choices deter women from taking
up jobs in the police, defence, law and
fire brigade because of perceived hurdles
in the job itself as well as content, work
conditions, including night shifts, and
relocation issues. 

Stalking has been underestimated for
the effect it has on the victim. When it
persists, the victim is traumatised. Yet, it
is seen as a minor misdemeanour.
Although it is an offence, the police ranks
it much lower in priority for interven-
tion. But it leads women to opt out of
education and jobs. When they join an
organisation, marriage, motherhood and
crisis take a toll on their career. 

However, it is the organisational cul-
ture that plays a decisive role in a woman
deciding to continue working. It calls for
a culture in which respect for all col-
leagues is cultivated and nurtured along
with a sustained drive for such aware-
ness. It is a culture in which there is no
place for exclusion, intimidation, mock-
ing (such as ridiculing a woman employ-
ee’s contribution), coercion and above
all, sexual harassment. 

To create such a work culture and to
sustain it are not easy, as the James
Damore episode at Google shows. Google
accepts only 0.2 per cent of job applica-
tions and follows rigorous selection tech-
niques. Yet, a well-qualified engineer at
the organisation questioned its gender
policy and there was a substantial num-
ber of people who sympathesised with
his “anti-diversity” memo and criticised
Google’s move to fire him. 

Achieving gender diversity is a big
challenge for human resource policy-
makers of an organisation.

Y G Chouksey   Pune

Escaping responsibility
With reference to the editorial, “Seeking
accountability” (August 15), the death of
children due to disruption of oxygen sup-
ply at the Baba Raghav Das Medical
College in Gorakhpur was an index of the
invisible India. But for the poverty of their
parents, the children would not have died
in this manner in a government hospital.
Aren’t their lives as valuable as ours? 

Hospitals turn into death traps when
they do not maintain facilities, includ-
ing lifesavers such as oxygen cylinders.
Greater sensitivity and quicker action to
ensure uninterrupted supply of oxygen
could have saved the children. 

To cite unhygienic conditions, high
patient intake and the diseases having
passed the curable stage as causes for the
deaths is to make a vain bid to escape
responsibility. It was disappointing that
in his Independence Day address, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi announced no
concrete measures to improve the coun-
try’s health care system. He did not
assure the nation that he would revisit the
large cuts in government funds for social
welfare schemes. The one per cent or so
of gross domestic product allocated to
health care is woefully inadequate. It
must be increased to four-five per cent. 

G David Milton Maruthancode
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Imtiaz Ali’s Jab Harry Met Sejal is a
funny, breezy film. It takes you on a
tour of Europe with Shah Rukh

Khan and Anushka Sharma in an
unusual story about the search for her
engagement ring. The first half grabs
you and keeps you there, though the
second sags a bit. It was, however, an

enjoyable watch and I walked out of the
packed theatre smiling but puzzled.
Why had critics panned it so much? 

Following the critics’ lead, social
media has been full of negative com-
ments even while the film crossed ~100
crore in gross box office collections in
its first weekend. Not surprisingly, it is
doing very well in the overseas market.
Khan has a huge global fan base and
over half the overseas revenues Indian
films made in the last 20 years have
come from the ones that star him.  

This, however, is not about Jab
Harry Met Sejal. But about the role of a
film reviewer or film critic. What is his
job? How is it changing? Is he relevant? 

Going by critics I wouldn’t have
watched Jagga Jasoos, Jab Harry Met
Sejal or Agent Vinod — all fun films.
And I should have liked the terribly
overrated Bajirao Mastani and Hindi

Medium. Sometimes I agree with them.
Anaarkali of Aarah and Dangal are
superb films. 

So who is a film critic? 
While answering this question on

Quora in 2016, Barbara L Baker, a PhD
from USC Annenberg with an emphasis
in Rhetoric and Film Studies, said there
are three ways of critiquing films. One
is popularity or entertainment value.
These reviews come from audiences
posting comments or recommenda-
tions. Therefore, a successful film is
one which earns a lot of money.

The second, says Baker, are the qual-
ity measures used by professional film
critics, who write for newspapers or
magazines. They assess a film based on
its originality, relevance to the audi-
ence or use of technique. Did the film
make me think, move me emotionally
or express something new about the

human condition, are the questions
they ask. Their assessment is irrespec-
tive of popularity. 

The third kind of critique, which
uses analytical processes, is for research
papers and academic work. 

Clearly, a large part of the profes-
sional Indian critics’ fraternity uses the
second measure. They rarely go only
by popularity. Societal context is not
high on their agenda. Anything with a
traditional setting, say, Sooraj Barjatya’s
2006 hit Vivah is termed regressive.
Most are biased towards stories that
have no closure or linear narrative or
ones that are existential and dark. 

But just like critics are entitled to their
taste and opinion, so are audiences.
Where things get knotty is when either
party makes a virtue of his or her taste.
One of the few Anurag Kashyap movies
I liked was Gangs of Wasseypur, a saga of
hatred and rivalry across generations.
But when you leave the theatre you
realise there was no story. My film critic
friends, who had given the film great
reviews, didn’t agree. One promised to
educate me in cinema appreciation.

Is there no middle ground where
critics, audiences, popular cinema and

market reality meet? To be fair, there
never are clear answers in a subjective
discussion like this one. But here are a
few anecdotes and facts.

For very long, popular Indian cinema
was looked down upon by most Indian
film critics. When academicians in the
UK or US started studying it, appreciat-
ing its local idiom, several Indian ones
woke up to the fact that “song-based nar-
ratives” are intrinsic to the way we have
told stories for centuries.

The fact is Indian cinema is among a
handful across the world that has stood
the might of Hollywood without state
support or quotas. Remember, China
doesn’t allow more than 34 foreign films
a year. Indian films happily dominate
the market without any protection. Over
the last decade the business has changed
dramatically, liberating the craft and
helping create films such as Masaan and
Badlapur among dozens of others.

The Indian film industry today is
more relevant than ever before, mark-
ing India’s soft power across the world.
Is it time then for critics to reinvent
themselves, too? 

Twitter: @vanitakohlik

Rethinking the Indian film critic
Over the last decade the Indian film industry has reinvented itself. 
Do film critics need to do that too?

> HAMBONE BY MIKE FLANAGAN

It has been one more interesting
quarter for the information tech-
nology (IT) and business process

sector in India and the results clearly
demonstrate what I have been pre-
dicting for the last six months. Our
companies are smart and while they
may have taken a little longer than
desirable to realise that the decline of
traditional business would not be eas-
ily compensated by the rise of digital,
they know what needs to be done and
many are doing what it takes to get
back to double-digit growth.

The five large firms — TCS, Wipro,
Infosys, HCL and Tech Mahindra —
have done well on average, with HCL
leading the pack and Wipro and Infy
showing definite signs of growth renew-
al, the revival extends to the next tier of
companies with quite a few reporting
results that will augur well for a broad-
based recovery of the sector. Mindtree,
the top company in the next tier has
grown 2.3 per cent in sequential quar-
ters with 4.1 per cent derived from
organic growth, while the digital acqui-
sitions made by them have not started
firing yet. While the company is only
forecasting high single-digit growth for
the year, a multi-million-dollar digital
transformation deal and the commit-
ment to digital growth in all verticals
are good signs for the future. KPIT has

done well in recording sequential
growth of 4.8 per cent driven by strong
performance in engineering and prod-
ucts businesses. Persistent, while show-
ing a moderate sequential growth of 3.6
per cent and a weak quarter for digital,
has reaffirmed its confidence in doing
double-digit growth for the year driven
by digital deals.

All three cases, however, continue
to reinforce the argument that has
been made in this column in the past
— that a transformative approach to
marketing, consulting and delivery
strategies will have to be considered if
they need to see a return to 20 per cent
plus growth numbers, currently
enjoyed only by Globant and Luxoft.
Industry watchers will be looking for
signs of this transformation from all
IT services providers, large and medi-
um, and the emergence of digital plat-
form players, who can create a new
wave of growth. In the related but not
entirely IT services space, Cyient
reported flat sequential numbers but a
robust 12.8 per cent year-on-year
growth for the first quarter, with its
diversified portfolio of design-led man-
ufacturing, engineering and aerospace
and traditional services. Again, as in
the previous quarter, the stand-out per-
formance comes from WNS, with a 13
per cent sequential and 21.7 per cent
year-on-year growth, albeit helped by
incremental revenue from three acqui-
sitions. Growth for the year is expected
to be in the 20-25 per cent range, which
will place the company squarely in the
leadership slot for the industry.

While some results are yet to come
in and will bring in some additional
ups and downs, there is reason to
believe that at least a dozen Indian list-
ed firms and maybe half that number
of unlisted firms will re-enter double-

digit growth this fiscal. But that will be
too little too late for an industry that
was once so far ahead of other sectors
in the country and still has over 50 per
cent of offshore outsourcing market
share. Vivek Wadhwa, professor at
Carnegie Mellon University, recently
chided Indian IT chiefs for failing to
turn their ships around in spite of the
writing being on the wall for many
years that western markets were
changing and large IT contracts were

disappearing. While accepting this
accusation in part, one must hasten to
add that a lot of the panic on lay-offs
and retrenchments is just negative
hype. Fresher addition and skilling will
continue and will hopefully be done
through digital platforms that can
enable large numbers to be readied for
the digital transformation imperative.
A new motivation needs to spread
through the existing ranks to upskill
and reskill themselves in the 55 new

job roles for digital that NASSCOM has
identified and published. Non-per-
formers will continue to be under the
microscope, but we have seen through
the deployment of digital reskilling
platforms like Skills Alpha, an invest-
ment by 5F World, that career man-
agement, skill gap identification and
engaging skilling mechanisms pow-
ered by smart bots and adaptive learn-
ing mechanisms enable reskilling to
happen at a fast pace in all organisa-
tions, small, medium and large.

However, a few words of caution as
Indian firms move on to climb the
mountains that the next three quar-
ters will reveal. Professor Wadhwa has
rightly said that it is executives from
other parts of Asia, noticeably Japan
and Korea, who have embraced the
fourth industrial revolution and start-
ed adopting the technologies that will
enable them to rebuild competitive
advantage. His accusation that Indian
executives, in spite of their inherent
smartness, exhibit overconfidence and
insularity may insult some people
here, but it is worth focusing, not just
in IT but in every sphere of manufac-
turing and services activity, on adop-
tion of best technology and practices
to establish global competitiveness
and supremacy. A recent visit to the
Samsung Delight Centre in Seoul
showed us how far tech companies in
that country are in their thinking
about individual and corporate pref-
erences in the future. We need to
develop this farsightedness and pre-
pare our people for major change to
retain and improve our place in the
totem pole of global success.

The author is founder and chairman of 5F
World. He can be reached on
Ganeshn@5FWorld.com

While digital can’t easily compensate for the decline of traditional business, firms know what has to be done to get back to double-digit growth

Green shoots for the IT sector

Country comes first
Three-year-old Maru had a tiring day
at the Red Fort on Tuesday, but that
did not stop him from dutifully
springing up when the National
Anthem was played. Maru, a labrador,
was among the 20 or so dogs put into
service by the Delhi Police to ensure
security for the Independence Day
celebrations at the Red Fort from
where Prime Minister Narendra Modi
addressed the nation. “He has been
here at the Red Fort since 1 am, so he
has got tired,” said Maru’s trainer.
The Delhi Police and the Indo-Tibetan
Border Police deployed labradors and
German shepherds for security at 
the venue.

> CHINESE WHISPERS

‘No cash’ excuse forfine won’twork
In India’s technology city, traffic
police personnel often rue that it is
quite a task making traffic rule
violators pay up their fines. These
violators, mostly young people, come
up with all kinds of excuses to avoid
paying up. A common refrain among
them is that they do not have cash on
them — only credit/debit cards or
digital wallets. The Bengaluru traffic
police have figured a way around the
issue. Starting Independence Day,
they have equipped themselves 
with devices that can accept
credit/debit cards and digital wallets
from violators.

GANESH NATARAJAN 

MEDIA SCOPE
VANITA KOHLI-KHANDEKAR
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MARK BUCHANAN

Humanity has a method for trying to
prevent new technologies from
getting out of hand: Explore the
possible negative consequences,
involving all parties affected and
come to some agreement on ways to
mitigate them. New research, though,
suggests that the accelerating pace of
change could soon render this
approach ineffective.

People use laws, social norms and
international agreements to reap the
benefits of technology while
minimising undesirable things like
environmental damage. In aiming to
find such rules of behaviour, we often
take inspiration from what game
theorists call a Nash equilibrium,
named after the mathematician and
economist John Nash. In game
theory, a Nash equilibrium is a set of
strategies that, once discovered by a
set of players, provides a stable fixed
point at which no one has an incentive
to depart from their current strategy.

To reach such an equilibrium, the
players need to understand the
consequences of their own and
others’ potential actions. During the
Cold War, for example, peace among
nuclear powers depended on the
understanding that any attack would
ensure everyone’s destruction.
Similarly, from local regulations to
international law, negotiations can be
seen as a gradual exploration of all
possible moves to find a stable
framework of rules acceptable to
everyone, and giving no one an
incentive to cheat — because doing so
would leave them worse off.

But what if technology becomes so
complex and starts evolving so rapidly
that humans can’t imagine the
consequences of some new action?
This is the question that a pair of

scientists — Dimitri Kusnezov of the
National Nuclear Security
Administration and Wendell Jones,
recently retired from Sandia National
Labs — explore in a recent paper. Their
unsettling conclusion: The concept of
strategic equilibrium as an organising
principle may be nearly obsolete.

Kusnezov and Jones derive insight
from recent mathematical studies of
games with many players and many
possible choices of action. One basic
finding is a sharp division into two
types, stable and unstable. Below a
certain level of complexity, the Nash
equilibrium is useful in describing the
likely outcomes. Beyond that lies a
chaotic zone where players never
manage to find stable and reliable
strategies, but cope only by perpetually
shifting their behaviours in a highly
irregular way. What happens is
essentially random and unpredictable.

The authors argue that emerging
technologies — especially
computing, software and
biotechnology such as gene editing —
are much more likely to fall into the
unstable category. In these areas,
disruptions are becoming bigger and
more frequent as costs fall and

sharing platforms enable open
innovation. Hence, such technologies
will evolve faster than regulatory
frameworks — at least as traditionally
conceived — can respond.

What can we do? Kusnezov and
Jones don’t have an easy answer. One
clear implication is that it’s probably
a mistake to copy techniques used for
the more slowly evolving and less
widely available technologies of the
past. This is often the default
approach, as illustrated by proposals
to regulate gene editing techniques.
Such efforts are probably doomed in a
world where technologies develop
thanks to the parallel efforts of a
global population with diverse aims
and interests. Perhaps future
regulation will itself have to rely on
emerging technologies, as some are
already exploring for finance.

We may be approaching a
profound moment in history, when
the guiding idea of strategic
equilibrium on which we’ve relied for
75 years will run up against its limits.
If so, regulation will become an
entirely different game.

© Bloomberg

How technology might get out of control
The pace of change may make regulation by humans impossible

The guiding idea of strategic equilibrium could run up against its limits PHOTO: iSTOCK

ON AN UPSWING The five large information technology firms — TCS, Wipro,
Infosys, HCL and Tech Mahindra — have done well on average, with HCL
leading the pack and Wipro and Infosys showing signs of growth renewal

Buzzover service rule change
Central government officers are
vigorously debating the chances of
the government tweaking their
service rules, again. The buzz is that
the good old 9 am-to-6 pm office
hours will be replaced by an 8 am-to-
5 pm routine. There could be a sting in
the tail. The government could revert
to a six-day routine. While the Prime
Minister did not make any reference
to these in his Independence Day
speech, his reference to “chalta hai”
is being analysed carefully.
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P
rime Minister Narendra Modi has often used his speeches from the ram-
parts of the Red Fort on Independence Day as a method of making assur-
ances to the nation about the future path of development. These assurances
can be both big and small; for example, on his first Independence Day as

PM, Mr Modi laid out the vision for a manufacturing revival that became “Make in
India”; in 2015, at the other end of the scale, he indicated that his government would
raise the pensions to freedom fighters and their families. The latter was done; the for-
mer is, naturally, harder to implement and has a longer gestation period. By and large,
however, the PM’s track record has been that he uses the Independence Day speech
to outline priorities that he intends to deliver. This year, Mr Modi has made it clear
that he intends to wage a “more intense” war against corruption, and that explains
the considerable time he spent on talking about the success of demonetisation. 

The PM also outlined a plan for “building a new India”, which he intends to
be in place by 2022. Aspects of this aspiration have been hinted at earlier, includ-
ing Finance Minister Arun Jaitley’s speech presenting the Union Budget for
2017-18 earlier this year. It is worth noting that Mr Modi, by setting targets for 2022
rather than for the year he is due to go again to the electorate in 2019, largely seems
to be treating re-election in 2019 as a done deal. Few political analysts would dis-
agree with him at this point. What is important, however, is that Mr Modi seems
to be determined to work to a specific plan and with a specific vision of the
future — importantly, one that can provide a decent life to a greater proportion
of Indians than has hitherto been the case. 

Though his promise to build an India which will be free from terrorism, com-
munalism and casteism in just five years (by 2022) is far-fetched, it is welcome that
the PM dedicated a reasonable proportion of his speech towards urging the heal-
ing of some of the social discord that has been tearing India apart. He reiterated
that “violence in the name of religion is unacceptable”. And in a clear message to
his base, he indicated that “bullets and abuse” would not solve the problems in
Jammu and Kashmir; that they would be solved only by “embracing” the Kashmiri
people. This statement, which has shades of Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s invocation of
a common humanity in the Valley during his premiership, is not just mushy ide-
alism, but a solidly realistic view. While there is no question of going soft on ter-
rorism — a point the PM also made — treating the entire population of the Valley
as potential terrorists is naturally a self-defeating and counter-productive policy.
It is to be hoped that this new approach will filter down to the ground.

Most importantly, perhaps, the PM reiterated his intention to persist with eco-
nomic reforms, and to continually improve the efforts that have been made so far.
Using a railway metaphor, he said that trains could appear to slow down if they had
to change tracks. His government, however, has been changing the tracks on
which the train of the state runs, while maintaining speed. Mr Modi made eminent
sense when he said that just as winning freedom from the British called for strug-
gle and sacrifice, building on Independence to produce good governance calls for
hard work. It is hoped that the government’s future actions live up to the aspira-
tions the PM expressed.

An aspirational speech
PM lays out the vision of a ‘New India’

W
ith just a fraction of the estimated two million tonnes of electronic
waste (e-waste), such as discarded computers, phones and batteries,
generated annually being disposed of safely, this hazardous refuse is
getting accumulated in the country at an alarming pace, causing grave

concern for public health and environment. Most of the discarded and age-expired
electronic and electrical gadgets either remain stacked in the offices and homes or
are sold to junk dealers to be ultimately recycled in the unorganised sector in a crude
and clumsy manner, which causes more harm than the unprocessed items. More
worryingly, a sizeable part of the e-waste is mixed with garbage and finds its way to
landfill sites where it emits harmful radiation, degrades the soil, and releases tox-
ins to pollute air and ground water. About 40 per cent of lead and 70 per cent of oth-
er heavy metals found in landfills are traceable to e-waste.

Mumbai tops the list of e-waste generating cities, followed by Delhi, Bengaluru
and Chennai. India, as a whole, is third in Asia and fifth in the world as an e-waste
producer; the others being the US, China, Japan and Germany. Proper dismantling
and recycling of these items is essential as they contain several hazardous substances,
such as mercury and arsenic. Studies indicate that prolonged exposure to these pol-
lutants and their toxic fallout can damage the nervous system, kidneys, and brain,
and can cause respiratory disorders, lung cancer, skin ailments and other health
problems. Unsurprisingly, nearly two-thirds of the workers in the unorganised e-
waste recycling sector suffer from breathing difficulties, coughing, irritation, and
other maladies. 

Nothing much is, indeed, amiss in the country’s e-waste disposal policy. The
e-waste management rules, laid down by the environment ministry in 2011, and
amended in 2016, revolve round the judicious concept of “extended producer
responsibility” (EPR). Manufacturers are mandated to take back 30 per cent of the
discarded electronic equipment for appropriate disposal in the first two years of
the enforcement of these rules and raise this level to 70 per cent in the next five
years. However, none of the electronic hardware-producing companies is expect-
ed to hit this goal. The industry bodies, such as the Manufacturers’ Association of
Information Technology (MAIT) and the Indian Cellular Association (ICA), have
already begun to lobby with the environment ministry to get the EPR norms
diluted. But, regardless of the validity of their plea of facing practical difficulties
in collecting the used products, their demand for relaxation of the norms seems
untenable. Many of the companies have put up elaborate collection systems
abroad. Why can’t they do it here as well?

India has a vibrant, even if unsophisticated, informal waste-gathering sector
with millions of waste pickers going door-to-door to collect garbage. The industry
can use this infrastructure gainfully to retrieve its discarded e-gadgets. Besides, the
government, especially the local pollution control boards, needs to consider train-
ing the unskilled e-waste recyclers to do their job in a safe and scientific manner.
A well-planned integration of the informal and organised waste-processing sec-
tors can help reduce the menace of e-waste amassing to a perceptible extent.

A growing menace
E-waste disposal norms should not be relaxed

Curating 31 essays into a story on India’s
economic reforms can be a giant yawn.
But Rakesh Mohan, a videshi economist
and a veteran of four major government
committee reports, is up to the challenge. 

Indians believe that the actions of civil
servants determine the future of India.
This is an abiding fallacy. The truth is,
starting from Jawaharlal Nehru to
Narendra Modi, it is politics and political
leaders that set the tone, whilst civil ser-
vants dutifully follow with the plumbing.
This book is not about the broader politi-
cal economy of reforms. Those stories
have been told elsewhere. Instead, this

book examines the practices and process-
es — back-office stuff — that achieved
reform objectives. Expectedly, therefore,
essays by civil servants and public intel-
lectuals dominate this compilation. 

C Rangarajan marks 1991 as a water-
shed moment in the Indian economic
history. Montek S Ahluwalia agrees and
debunks the J Bradford DeLong (2001)
and Dani Rodrik Arvind Subramanian
(2004) proposition that the 1991 reform
process was overhyped; that merely
becoming business-friendly would have
been sufficient to yield the maximum val-
ue; that external liberalisation was merely
genuflecting to the Washington
Consensus. He asserts that the reform
architecture responded to the local con-
text and was designed for medium-term
results. Y V Reddy deconstructs the role
of fiscal federalism in stabilising state
budgets. Laveesh Bhandari evidences this
by citing best-fit policies and pro-
grammes innovated by states using these
additional devolved resources. Jaimini

Bhagwati reviews the process of capital
market liberalisation that was key in
enabling competitive industries to grow. 

Top diplomat Shyam Saran traces the
post-cold war, benign, unipolar world
that gave India breathing room to grow
till the 2008 financial crisis. His successor
in the foreign office Shivshanker Menon
establishes how economic growth engen-
dered new foreign policy options for
India — a view endorsed by Martin Wolf,
who advocates even greater proactivity in
world affairs. Sanjaya Baru links the recal-
ibration of India’s security matrix to the
new-found confidence from successful
reform. Tarun Das points to the quiet suc-
cess of Track II initiatives in forging
defence and nuclear cooperation. Harsha
Vardhana Singh, details how substantive
tariff rationalisation opened domestic
industry to competition. However incom-
plete, domestic factor market reform
shackled export growth and enhanced
the trade deficit. N K Singh and Jessica
Seddon illustrate how public and private
roles moved from mere co-existence to
co-evolution, especially in infrastructure
development. 

But the benefits from economic

reform did not accrue symmetrically.
Rakesh Mohan postulates that domestic
labour market and regulatory rigidities
continue to dull the growth potential in
small manufacturing. Ashok Gulati
argues that liberalisation of the exchange
rate, lower industrial tariff and private
investment norms never benefited agri-
culture due to institutional rigidities.
Devesh Kapur documents that enlarged
access to education was not accompanied
by quality enhancement. Naushad
Forbes rues the stagnation of Indian R&D
spend as a proportion of gross domestic
product and the skew towards science
research, rather than technology develop-
ment, which can constrain innovation.
Nachiket Mor et al are sceptical that step-
ping up private investment alone can
result in catching up on health outcomes.
Sarwar Lateef argues for deeper gover-
nance reforms to benefit the disadvan-
taged. Vinayak Chatterjee laments that
the PPP (public-private partnership)
model died because of unrealistic asym-
metric expectations between government
and private developers. 

The voices of the intended beneficiar-
ies from reforms — consumers and

domestic suppliers — are jammed into the
last segment of the book. Rama Bijapurkar
caricatures the new Indian consumer,
cannily devouring cheap Chinese goods
and luxuriating in retail therapy, financed
by the deep pocket of e-commerce start-
ups. Gita Piramal points to the churn in
private business league tables as illustra-
tive of the competitive forces unleashed
by reforms. Omkar Goswami adds that the
concentration of business accelerated as
companies sought scale economies.
Services benefited disproportionately,
being less constrained by the continuing
hurdles in acquiring land or access to
quality infrastructure. 

Deepak Parekh narrates how HDFC
seized new opportunities in banking and
insurance using its core competence in
customer-friendly financial services. For
Mukesh Ambani, economic reform was
instrumental in fulfilling his father
Dhirubhai Ambani’s dream of a global
scale of operations. Kiran Mazumdar-
Shaw — a first mover — lucked out. With
just ~10,000 in her wallet, Biocon grew
into a $1-billion listed company by 2004.
Sunil Bharti Mittal, a spunky, first-genera-
tion entrepreneur, seized every opportu-

nity available to establish India’s first
multinational telecom company. If every
second American truck has a Bharat
Forge axle, Baba Kalyani has economic
liberalisation to thank for it. For Narayana
Murthy, liberalised import of hardware
and current account convertibility alone
were enough to make Infosys fly. R
Gopalakrishnan recounts how storied
firms, like HLL and the Tata group, also
restructured and diversified. 

T N Ninan describes navigating
reforms in India as the impossibility of
cooking an omelet without breaking the
egg. Vikram Singh Mehta similarly
recounts the broad consensus but only for
shallow reforms in the petroleum space.
Some of this reticence was because of the
dharma of coalition politics. This con-
straint no longer exists. Will the consensus
deepen now? And will it now be our time
to eat? 

Well begun is half done 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s fourth
Independence Day speech will be remembered
not just for it being his shortest address so far

from the ramparts of Red Fort, but for at least four oth-
er more specific reasons. He spoke for only 57 minutes,
paying heed to the feedback he received from many
people that his Independence Day speeches could
become a little shorter. This was welcome. 

Mr Modi’s first speech in 2014 took about 65 min-
utes, but was replete with many new schemes and slo-
gans. That was only to be expected from a newly elect-
ed government. New programmes
on Make In India to promote man-
ufacturing, Jan-Dhan Yojana to
achieve financial inclusion of all,
Clean India to raise awareness
about cleanliness and Skill India to
give a push to upgrading skills of
workers were launched along with
the announcement of the decision
to abolish the Planning
Commission and set up a new
body that later came to be known
as the NITI Aayog. Mr Modi also
described himself as the Pradhan
Sewak (chief servant) instead of
the PM, and dedicated himself to
focus on national policy, development and gover-
nance, instead of on politics. 

His subsequent two speeches took longer to deliv-
er at 86 minutes and 94 minutes, respectively. But
more significantly Mr Modi's speeches in 2015 and
2016 had few new projects or schemes and shifted
the focus to the implementation of existing pro-
grammes and dwelt more on what needed to be done
for rural India and farmers. That too was under-
standable. In the wake of the criticism that Mr Modi
represented a suit-boot ki sarkar (a government for the
rich and big business), those two speeches shifted
gears and talked more about what the government
planned to do for rural India. Absent was the focus on
the need to amend the land acquisition law or per-
suade states to launch land leasing schemes instead or
introduce flexibility in labour laws to make exits for
industry easier.

What Mr Modi delivered on Tuesday was a report
card of his government’s various achievements, but
was more significant because of its political focus.
With less than two years to go for the next general elec-
tions, the PM outlined a new political agenda — to
make a new India by 2022. That India of his dream
would provide housing, electricity and water for all,
double the income for farmers, create opportunities
for the youth and women, fight terrorism and weed
out communalism, caste-related crimes, corruption
and nepotism, Mr Modi said. 

These are all laudable goals and
will certainly help him and his par-
ty strengthen their bid to retain
power after the 2019 general elec-
tions. But what appeared odd that
there was no mention of the need
to either improve the quality and
capacity of health care services or
educational institutions as part of
his New India plan. He did men-
tion the Gorakhpur hospital
tragedy that resulted in the death
of many children and the need for
creating more job givers instead of
job seekers. But neither of the chal-
lenges can be met without direct-

ing policy attention to the health care sector and the
state of the educational institutions. Yet, Mr Modi's
action plan for realising the New India plan was silent
on the steps needed for these two sectors. 

The second significant element in Mr Modi's
Independence Day address pertains to his govern-
ment's commitment to the idea of further reforms in
the goods and services tax (GST). His indication that
more reforms of the GST will be undertaken is also an
admission that what was rolled out on July 1 will
need to be further fine-tuned. The multiplicity of tax
rates will have to be reduced and many items at pres-
ent kept out of the GST will have to be brought under
its purview. Mr Modi assuring the nation that the
GST will be reformed further in the coming days is
good news.

The third element in the PM’s speech is the
emphasis on speedier implementation of projects in

the infrastructure sector, the impact of demonetisa-
tion and the government's drive against black mon-
ey. While the direct gains from demonetisation are
still unclear, there is no doubt that the country has
seen a spurt in the number of tax returns filed in the
last few months. There is also a co-ordinated assault
on shell companies. Mr Modi seems to be keen on
sending out a message on how he is focused on deliv-
ering on his promise to attack black money. The ref-
erence to the enforcement of the benami properties
law, recovery of black money after demonetisation
and the crackdown on shell companies are aimed at
conveying that message to the people of this country.

Finally, Mr Modi seems to have shifted his gov-
ernment's strategy on jobs. Remember that he had
promised development through infrastructure
upgrade, creation of jobs for the youth and elimina-
tion of black money and corruption. Of these, he has
made some headway on corruption and black mon-
ey although all the root causes of both the evils are yet
to be tackled. Investment in building infrastructure
has also seen a pick up in the last couple of years. 

Where the government’s efforts have made little
progress is with regard to job creation. Instead of cre-
ating more jobs to meet the increasing requirements
in this area, the government's challenge has become
more complicated by the advent of artificial intelli-
gence and the spread of the digital. The latest sur-
vey conducted by CMIE shows that the unemploy-
ment rate has been steadily rising since the last
week of July. Taken together with the impact of a
slowing economy, the promise of jobs creation for
millions of young Indians has become elusive and
difficult to fulfil. 

In this context, Mr Modi’s message to convert job
seekers into job givers suggests a policy shift. The
realisation that creating more jobs for the young
Indians entering the job market will be a tough chal-
lenge seems to have dawned on the PM. Pragmatism
has thus made him shift the focus to create opportu-
nities for the self-employed, so that they become job
givers instead of job seekers. This has to be followed up
with concrete steps to provide necessary support and
incentives to those who want to be self-employed,
but the shift in approach is unmistakable. 
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The last fundamental US tax changes — mainly
tax cuts — were undertaken three decades back
during the Ronald Reagan administration,

reflecting Arthur Laffer’s idea that lowering tax rates
would fetch additional revenue. As it turned out, rev-
enue loss was claimed to be 
3 per cent of average gross domestic
product (GDP) for 1981-85, the fiscal
deficit increased, and the stock
market fell. Post-facto, this led
George H W Bush to call it 
“voodoo economics”.

Be history as it may, the Donald
Trump White House has proposed a
new tax plan by pointing to realities
of the prevailing US tax scenario.
Since 2001, there have been some
6,000 changes to the US tax code —
currently four-million-word long —
or more than one per day. At 35 per cent, the US has the
highest corporate income tax (CIT) rate globally. There
are 199 individual income tax (I-T) and 235 business
tax return forms. Taxpayers spend some 7 billion
hours and over $250 billion annually on compliance
costs, with 90 per cent taxpayers needing help to com-
plete returns.

The Trump tax plan’s (TTP) main components
on the I-T side comprise: (1) Reduce the number of 
I-T brackets from seven to three of 10 per cent, 25 per
cent and 35 per cent; (2) double the standard deduc-
tion; (3) provide tax relief for child and dependent
care; (4) protect tax deductions for home ownership
and charity; (5) repeal inheritance/death tax; and (6)
repeal the 3.8 per cent Obamacare tax. On the busi-

ness side: (1) Reduce CIT rate from 35 per cent to 15 per
cent; (2) abolish alternate minimum tax (AMT); (3)
eliminate tax incentives targeted to special interests;
(4) introduce a one-time lower tax to facilitate the
return of US funds held overseas; and (5) switch to a

territorial CIT system to “level the
playing field” for American com-
panies. Mr Trump declared, “It will
be bigger, I believe, than any tax
cut ever. May be the biggest tax cut
we’ve ever had!” Well, I-T cuts were
more striking after the US Civil War.
In 1870, it was brought down from a
progressive 10 per cent to 2.5 per
cent for all and, in 1872, abolished.
(It was reinstated in 1894). The
removal reflected a steep decline
in the need for government
resources after that war, starkly in

contrast to US’ present resource needs. 
TTP needs to be tested against the three principles

of taxation — efficiency, equity and stabilisation. Let
us examine in that order. TTP scores well from an
efficiency perspective. The abolition — or near aboli-
tion — of tax incentives would be a leap forward. It
should minimise tax policy that stacks tax incentives
into unrelated bills just to get the latter passed in the
Congress, aptly termed, “pork barrelling”. Second, a
drastic scaling back of the I-T and CIT rate structures
may be anticipated to result in beneficial efficiency
effects for decisions to invest, for labour supply, and
for correcting price distortions across productive sec-
tors. Similarly, the abolition of the inheritance/death
tax should reduce unproductive inter-generational

tax planning.  
According to calculations of the Urban-Brookings

Tax Policy Center, revenue loss from the TTP over
the next decade would be $7.68 trillion, probable rev-
enue raisers $4.34 trillion, with a net loss of $3.34 tril-
lion (see Table 2). These reductions would have nega-
tive equity effects. Though the US income tax
structure is currently progressive, scaling back tax
rates would reduce this progressivity, and take the
US farther away from its European counterparts in the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development. Further, disproportionate benefits of a
CIT rate reduction would be enjoyed by the highest
income deciles where ownership of capital and capi-
tal’s returns lie disproportionately.

To analyse the stabilisation aspect, an exercise
using Federal Reserve data was carried out. From
available 2012-16 GDP figures, we calculated their
annual growth rates (Table 1). We took their average
and used it to project for 2017-27 annually. The cumu-
lative GDP thus derived yielded a sum of $252.87 tril-
lion (Table 2). We then divided the gross and net rev-
enue loss from the TTP (calculated by the Institute) by
this number to assess how the loss would be spread
out over the next decade.

The figures thus obtained are surprising. On an
average basis, the gross revenue loss from the tax cut
would be 0.03 per cent of GDP per annum, and the net
effect would be half of that. Consequently, calculations
reveal that the fiscal deficit/GDP should increase by 1/3
of this. It may be cautiously concluded, therefore,
that the TTP should not escalate a fiscal challenge and,
if the supply side is responsive, it may beat the odds
against lacklustre economic consequences over the
forthcoming decade. However, recalling the unantic-
ipated effects of the Reagan tax cuts, soothsaying on
the TTP could be a dangerous exercise until its further
details are spelt out by the White House. 

Obviously, the US has been historically able to
afford taking risks regarding its fiscal deficit. Indeed,
over 40 years, it enjoyed surpluses only during 1998-
2001. It is common knowledge that the international
seigniorage of the US dollar which remains the over-
whelming vehicle currency in international trade set-
tlements, affords it its fiscal deficit. However, Mr
Trump cannot totally discount the consequences of an
unanticipated rise in the fiscal deficit on inflation
and, pari passu, a credit squeeze.

There has been some discussion over the form a
“reformed” CIT should take. For example, to generate
an effective halving of the CIT rate, one proposal was
to remove export sales from taxable income to incen-
tivise production. Any revenue loss could be com-
pensated by a “corporate border adjustment con-
sumption tax” on domestically consumed imports.
Also termed a “destination-based cash flow tax”, it
would strengthen the US dollar through an improved
current account and keep consumer costs in check.
This form of the CIT has, however, currently receded
from the TTP. It may only be hoped that the final
package will have characteristics that would not fall
foul with the World Trade Organization, be palatable
globally, and not lead to a trade war manifested in ris-
ing customs duties and non-tariff barriers from trad-
ing partners. 

Ramifications of the
2017 Trump tax plan
The proposed tax structure passes on efficiency and stabilisation but
fails on equity consideration
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US: GDP and fiscal indicators (Table 1)
Series 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

GDP (trillion $) 16.03 16.52 17.22 17.90 18.41
GDP growth (annual %) 4.21 3.05 4.26 3.97 2.81
Tax revenue (% of GDP) 10.36 11.05 11.59 11.88 11.41
Fiscal deficit (% of GDP) -6.73 -4.07 -2.78 -2.42 -3.15
Sources: Economic Research Data, Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis

US: Revenue effects of Trump tax plan (Table 2)
Total GDP* Tax Revenue Net revenue Tax Revenue Net revenue 

cut** raiser** effect** cut/GDP raiser/GDP effect/GDP

(In trillion US $)
Projected cumulative GDP value for 2017-27 based on 

2012-16 average GDP growth (Table 1)

252.87 -7.68 4.34 -3.34 -0.03 0.02 -0.01
Notes:*Sum of projected GDP for 2017-27; **Source: Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center, Washington, DC
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